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Abstract: A tunable multi-wavelength fiber laser is proposed and demonstrated based on two main
elements: an erbium-doped fiber ring cavity and compact intermodal fiber structure. The modal
fiber interferometer is fabricated using the cost-effective arc splice technique between conventional
single-mode fiber and microfiber. This optical fiber structure acts as a wavelength filter, operated
in reflection mode. When the refractive index and temperature variations are applied over the fiber
filter, the ring laser cavity provides several quad-wavelength laser spectra. The multi-wavelength
spectra are tuned into the C-band with a resolution of 0.05 nm. In addition, the spectra are symmetric
with minimal power difference between the lasing modes involved, and the average of the side mode
suppression ratio is close to 37 dB. This laser offers low-cost implementation, low wavelength drift,
and high power stability, as well as an effect of easy controllability regarding tuned multi-wavelength.

Keywords: fiber laser; ring laser cavity; tunable multi-wavelength laser

1. Introduction

For several decades, the ability to generate tunable or switched multi-wavelength fiber
lasers has been one of the focuses pursued by the fiber laser community. These lasers are
associated with many reliable applications related to multi-wavelength spectra such as optical fiber
sensors [1–9], spectroscopy systems [10], biomedical imaging [11], telecommunications [12], microwave
photonics [13], and radio frequency optical domain systems [14]. These applications require achieving
compact configuration, stable emission, narrow linewidth, and adequate spacing mode. All these
features prevent crosstalk, error measurement, and low resolution. To this end, many methods have
been proposed, most of them based on fiber interferometers (Fabry-Perot, Mach-Zehnder, Michelson,
and Sagnac) [15–19], comb filters [20,21], Raman effect [20], Brillion scattering [22,23], nonlinear
loop mirrors [24], saturable optical absorber elements [25,26], and extrinsic interferometers [27].
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These proposed schemes offer compactness, high power stability, minimal wavelength drift,
and adequate signal-to-noise ratio, long operation time, and low threshold. Furthermore, some
research groups have demonstrated the capability of tunable multi-wavelength [28–33]. The most
common techniques to overcome modal competition and achieve multi-wavelength spectra are
Four-Wave Mixing (FWM) and Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS). However, these techniques
require several meters of highly nonlinear fiber optics, and polarization plays an important role;
this entails complex configurations and costly implementation. Moreover, in some arrangements,
the multi-wavelength tuning effect undergoes lasing power disparity, small side mode suppression
ratio, and power dependence. One of the most common setups used to overcome the undesired effect
is the recognized ring fiber laser cavity based on modal fiber interferometers [26–38].

In this work, a cost-effective modal interferometer and simple ring laser cavity are used to
demonstrate the multi-wavelength effect. The laser arrangement was governed by a modal fiber
structure operated in reflection mode; the structure was set into an erbium fiber ring laser cavity,
resulting in a quad-wavelength laser. This initial laser spectrum had a wavelength drift of around
0.008 nm and power variations of 0.46 dB. The refractive index and thermal variations around the
modal interferometers were assessed to provide a simple method for tuning multi-wavelength spectra.
The spectrum was analyzed when refractive index changes were applied around the fiber filter; here,
two dual-wavelength spectra were tuned with a resolution of 0.05 nm. Minimal power and wavelength
variations were observed through the tuned range. To assess the thermal effect, a temperature
exceeding 90 ◦C was applied over the fiber filter, tuning dual and triple wavelength spectra. Most of
the spectra achieved had an adequate side mode suppression ratio, high peak level, lower wavelength
drift, and minimal power variation.

2. Fiber Filter Fabrication and Its Principle Operation

The modal fiber interferometer (MFI) was fabricated by using the arc splice technique, where the
catastrophic splicing of an optical microfiber (<60 µm diameter) at the tip of conventional single-mode
fiber (125 µm diameter) is performed. The microfiber used in this work was fabricated using
the drawing flame technique [39]. During the fabrication process, only an arc splicer (Fitel S175,
Furukawa FITEL Optic Products Co., Ltd., Peachtree, GA, USA) was used in manual mode, setting the
single-mode fiber default program to the following parameters: power 94 A.U and Z push distance
11µm. Both fibers were cleaved, set, and aligned into the splicer machine; then, ten discharges were
applied until a first catastrophic splice zone (Z1) was achieved (Figure 1). Zone Z1 was translated
at a specific distance from the electrodes, and the microfiber was exposed at the electrode’s area;
then, several discharges are applied to cut the microfiber (≤18 discharges). As a result, the second
catastrophic zone, Z2, was obtained; the final structure can be observed in Figure 1. The Z1 and Z2
collapse regions had a size of 50µm (this value was estimated using the arc splicer). The distance, D,
between Z1 and Z2 oscillated between 400 µm and 500 µm. The fabrication process was monitored
in real-time to minimize the insertion loss. Hence, the number of discharges varied, considering the
minimal insertion loses; consequently, the distance, D, was also affected.
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Figure 1. Physical characteristics of the MFI structure: (a) structure diagram; (b) Scanning Electron 
Microscope Image (SEM) of the structure. 
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correspond to higher-order reflection modes. All the modes described above are excited by several 
refractive index interfaces located at zones Z1 and Z2. The first refractive index interface can be found 
at the Z1 zone, where the bulk of the collapsed material and the core and cladding of the fibers 
involved produces a refractive index change. At this point, part of the light arriving at the Z1 zone is 
reflected, and the rest travels through the microfiber. The light then travels to the Z2 zone, where the 
tip of the bulk collapsed material, and the surrounding medium produces a refractive index interface, 
resulting in the generation of some reflections. 
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Figure 2. MFI characterization: (a) Reflection spectrum of the used MFI obtained using a broadband 
source at port 1 of an optical fiber circulator (OFC), the questioned MFI at port 2 of the OFC, and the 
OSA at port 3; (b) Spatial frequency analysis of the reflection interference spectrum. 

The amplitude of the total reflected electric vector can be described by [40]: 
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Figure 1. Physical characteristics of the MFI structure: (a) structure diagram; (b) Scanning Electron
Microscope Image (SEM) of the structure.
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The MFI was operated in reflection mode; its interference spectrum is shown in Figure 2a.
The spectrum showed visibility oscillating between 8 dB and 10 dB; its free spectral range was 1.6 nm.
The Fourier transform was applied to the reflection interference spectrum to identify the modal
contribution (see Figure 2b). The fundamental reflected core mode is considered the peak centered at
0 nm−1. Two spatial frequency regions with some intensity peaks can be seen; these modal energies
correspond to higher-order reflection modes. All the modes described above are excited by several
refractive index interfaces located at zones Z1 and Z2. The first refractive index interface can be found
at the Z1 zone, where the bulk of the collapsed material and the core and cladding of the fibers involved
produces a refractive index change. At this point, part of the light arriving at the Z1 zone is reflected,
and the rest travels through the microfiber. The light then travels to the Z2 zone, where the tip of the
bulk collapsed material, and the surrounding medium produces a refractive index interface, resulting
in the generation of some reflections.
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Figure 2. MFI characterization: (a) Reflection spectrum of the used MFI obtained using a broadband
source at port 1 of an optical fiber circulator (OFC), the questioned MFI at port 2 of the OFC, and the
OSA at port 3; (b) Spatial frequency analysis of the reflection interference spectrum.

The amplitude of the total reflected electric vector can be described by [40]:

ER =

√R1 +
n

∑
k=1

e−2j(∑k
i=1 ∅i)

√
Rk+1

k

∏
i=1

(1 − Ri)

E0 (1)

each reflectivity can be determined by the relation R =
∣∣(nx − ny

)(
nx + ny

)∣∣2; here, nx and ny represent
the effective refractive index involved. R1 is the first reflection and Rk+1 represents the other reflections
gene rated by the structure. The phase between the reflected modes generated is ∅i = (4πdn/λ),
where λ is the operation’s wavelength, d is the distance of the optical path and n is the effective
refractive indexes of the different zones. More detailed information is presented in reference [41].

3. Results

The proposed MFI structure was set into the ring fiber laser cavity. This arrangement consisted
of a pump laser diode (QPHOTONICS QDFBLD-980–500); its signal was incorporated into the ring
laser cavity by using an optical fiber wavelength division multiplexer (WDM). By using the 980 nm
port, the pumped signal was launched to the gain medium (4.5 m of erbium-doped fiber), thus,
generating an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). At the end of the erbium-doped fiber length,
a polarization controller (PC) was set using the following configuration: quarter wave plate-half wave
plate –quarter wave plate (QWP-HWP- QWP). The purpose of the plates was to increase the system’s
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stability. The ASE spectrum was launched to the MFI using an optical fiber circulator (OFC); at this
point, the reflected signal from the MFI was reincorporated into the ring cavity by using port 3 of the
OFC. The interference reflection spectrum from the MFI traveled to the optical fiber coupler 90:10.
Here, the 10% coupler port, which was connected to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA, AQ6370
Yokogawa China Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), monitored the output laser. The 90% signal was launched to
an optical fiber isolator, which provided a path into the cavity. Lastly, the fiber isolator output and
the 1550 nm WDM port were spliced to close the ring cavity. The ring fiber laser cavity is shown
in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Experimental setup of the ring cavity laser. WDM: wavelength division multiplexer,
EDF: erbium-doped fiber, PC: polarization controller, OFC: optical fiber circulator, OC: optical coupler,
OSA: optical spectrum analyzer, OI: optical isolator.

The pumping diode was set at 400 mA, achieving the spectrum shown in Figure 4a; it is important
to stress that a lower current threshold was observed (70 mA). Four lasing lines constituted the initial
laser response. This spectrum had three consecutive lasing emissions, one single line separated from
the triple emission by 11.7 nm. The strong relationship between the laser emission and the interference
spectrum of the optical filter is well recognized; in our work, this was governed by the MFI. According
to the filter spectrum, the region with lower visibility did not have laser emissions (see Figure 4a);
moreover, the emissions were centered at the peak interference fringe. The triple-laser emission was
made up of peak wavelengths centered at 1527.9949 nm (P1), 1529.4903 nm (P2), and 1531.0256 nm (P3).

The spacing mode of the initial multi-wavelength spectrum was 1.6 nm; this value corresponds
to the free spectral range of the interference spectrum generated by the MFI. The power peaks
from the triple-laser emission were: −26.1580 dBm (P1), −16.7160 dBm (P2), and −22.9010 dBm
(P3). The side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) values were: 33 dB (P1), 43 dB (P2), and 35 dB (P3).
The single-lasing line (P4) had the following characteristics: wavelength centered at 1542.75 nm,
power peak of −19.85 dBm, and SMSR around 41 dB. The stability of the fiber laser was analyzed;
the laser spectrum was recorded every 3 min for an h. The centered wavelength and peak power
variations are shown in Figure 4b. As can be observed, the proposed fiber laser presents minimal
wavelength variations around 0.008 nm for P3 and P4 and maximal for P2 (0.02 nm). The minimal
power fluctuations were observed at P2 (0.46 dB), while the maximal intensity fluctuations were
presented at P1 (2.5 dB). The initial laser spectrum presented high wavelength stability. It must be
noted that the laser results shown above correspond to the room’s temperature, which was around
25 ◦C, and the MFI air-suspended (1.00 RIU).
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Figure 4. Laser emission: (a) Quadruple-wavelength laser emission output for the initial ring cavity
configuration (black line). Unequivocal correspondence between the laser emission (black line) and the
MFI reflection spectrum (red line); (b) One-hour laser emission wavelength stability assessment (red)
and power (blue).

3.1. Refractive Index Response

The fiber laser response was analyzed when liquid refractive index variations were applied
around the MFI. We set an initial refractive index close to 1.332 RIU (distilled water), obtaining the
laser spectra shown in Figure 5. The P1, P2, and P4 laser peaks underwent insignificant wavelength
variations (0.4 nm), and a new laser peak was obtained, which had the following characteristics:
centered wavelength at 1543.79 nm (P5), a peak power of −21.25 dBm, and SMSR exceeding 30 dB.
Two dual-wavelength emissions comprised this quadruple-laser spectrum, both of them separated
13.2 nm; thus, each dual emission had a mode offset of 1.6 nm. This spectrum was analyzed during
an hour, evaluating the wavelength and peak power fluctuations (Figure 5b). According to the
data, the P1 and P3 lasing modes had power fluctuations exceeding 7 dB. However, the P2 and P5
peaks exhibited lower power fluctuations. Additionally, the quadruple-laser spectrum had minimal
wavelength variations (<0.1 nm). The power instabilities observed can be adjusted by using the
PC. Other techniques, such as nonlinear optical loop mirror and nonlinear fiber optics can also be
implemented to reduce these variations [42,43]. However, these techniques will modify the fiber
laser response.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 11 
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Figure 5. Refractive index response: (a) Quadruple-wavelength laser emission output for distilled water
immersion (RIU 1.332); (b) Stability analysis for refractive index surrounding alteration (wavelength
(red) and power (blue)).
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Different water-glycerin mixtures were used to increase the liquid refractive index around the
MFI; their values were estimated using a Refracto 30GS refractometer. The refractive index ranged
from 1.3323 to 1.3799 RIU; the minimal variation between each sample was 0.003 RIU. When the liquid
refractive index was increased around the MFI, the laser response was consistently altered across
the wavelength range shown in Figure 6a. It is important to stress that, typically, multi-wavelength
fiber laser arrangement exhibit switched lasing mode when any physical effect perturbs the optical
fiber filter. However, our experimental results showed that the entire spectrum displayed a constant
wavelength shift to a longer wavelength when linear refractive index increments were applied.

By considering the total wavelength shifting, the following tuning parameters can be estimated:
15.71 nm/RIU (P1) 14.33 nm/RIU (P2), 16.13 nm/RIU (P4), and 13.77 nm/RIU (P5) (Figure 6b).
Moreover, the following high linear wavelength shifting responses were presented: R2 = 0.97609 (P1),
R2 = 0.98706 (P2) R2 = 0.98426 (P3), and R2 = 0.8756 (P4) (Figure 6b). It was also observed that the
peaks had different dynamic ranges; for instance, the P5laser peak disappeared for refractive index
variations exceeding 1.3476, while, P2 and P4 were present in almost all the refractive index ranges.
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Figure 6. Refractive index response: (a) Laser emission response for refractive index ranging from
1.3323 to 1.3757 RIU; (b) Refractive index data analysis for lasing modes observed.

The dynamic range variation is strongly related to the refractive index interference pattern
response of the MFI. Here, when the refractive index was applied, the interference pattern underwent
a wavelength shift, as well as a visibility decrement [41]; as a result, some peaks start to disappear
as the visibility is reduced. These responses were strongly related to the frequencies generated by
the MFI (Figure 2b), some of these frequencies disappeared as the refractive index increased [41];
hence, the lasing modes obtained had different dynamic ranges. The P2 peak was selected for the loop
hysteresis analysis because of its minimal power and wavelength fluctuations (Figure 7). The lower
hysteresis can be attributed to features such as room temperature changes, pumping diode fluctuations,
and birefringence changes induced by optical fiber bending.
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3.2. Temperature Analysis

To analyze the temperature effects in the fiber laser, the MFI was set over a hotplate, and the
temperature was varied from 90 ◦C to 210 ◦C. This range responded to the cross-sensitivities presented
by the MFI [41], which requires temperatures over 100 ◦C to recognize thermal effects. The laser
spectrum at 90 ◦C was comprised of triple-laser emissions. For P2 and P3, the spacing mode between
them was around 1.6nm and separated 13.23 nm from a new laser emission, P6, which was centered
at 1543.33 nm. The laser emissions had the following SMSR: 37 dB (P2), 41 dB (P3), and 43 dB (P6).
Their peak wavelengths were −23.40 dBm (P2), −19.19 dBm (P3), and −17.04 dBm (P6). The fiber
laser’s response to temperature can be seen in Figure 8. The increase in temperature produces a shifting
response in the multi-wavelength. However, at 145 ◦C, the laser spectrum becomes a quadruple-laser
emission; this new spectrum is comprised of P2, P3, P5, and P6. As we increase the temperature, some
peaks, such as P2, P5, and P6 continue shifting to longer wavelengths. At the same time, other laser
emissions start to appear, such as P1 and P0 (wavelength centered at 1528.86 nm (P0) and 1530.33 nm
(P1), peak wavelength −23.08 dBm (P0) and −20.02 dBm (P1), and SMSR of 38 dB (P0) and 41 dB (P1)
at 210 ◦C).
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In analyzing peaks P2, P3, and P6, the following thermal-wavelength relations can be expected:
21.01 pm/◦C (P2), 16.99 pm/◦C (P3), and 16.97 pm/◦C (P6), as well as adequate linear responses of
0.96306 (P2), 0.99507 (P3), and 0.9890 (P6). As can be observed in Figure 9 the dynamic range is different
for each peak; however, the temperature variations generated different triple or quadruple spectra.
The tunable multi-wavelength effect is only presented in the range from 90 ◦C to 125 ◦C. According to
the MFI temperature’s analysis, the visibility remained almost constant and only presented wavelength
shifting. As a result, the multi-wavelength shifting range was shorter than the one presented in the
refractive index analysis. The appearance of other lasing modes was evident as the temperature
increased because of the modal competitions was similar for all the lasing modes involved. It is
well recognized that fiber-optic interferometers exhibit a suitable sensitivity for refractive index and
temperature variations [44]; however, the ring laser cavity represents an alternative method to extract
phase information [1–9].
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4. Discussion

Based on the results, we identified two simple methods to tune multi-wavelength laser spectra
generated by a modal fiber-optic interferometer. Most of the features observed in the laser response
depend on the modal interferometer; this one was fabricated using a cost-effective technique involving
inexpensive fibers (conventional single-mode fiber and microfiber). In this technique, the fiber
structure acts as a fiber filter into the erbium ring laser cavity. The initial laser spectrum is comprised
of four lasing lines (a triple consecutive laser emission and one single-lasing line), where lower
wavelengths drift (0.008 nm) and minimal power variations of 0.46 dB were observed. When the modal
interferometer is immersed in distilled water (initial refractive index value), we observed four lasing
modes: two dual laser emissions separated 13.2 nm, with a spacing mode of 1.6 nm, and wavelengths
variations lower than 0.1nm. When the refractive index is increased, the entire quad-laser spectrum
is tuned, resulting in a tunable resolution of 0.05 nm. According to the hysteresis analysis, this laser
offers minimal wavelength variation when it is operated in a forward and backward refractive index
direction. Besides, according to the results the refractive index variations generate a 2nm tuned
range, this range can be compared with other works [33,45,46]. Here, it is important to stress that
despite the higher tuning range previously reported [27,29,32,33,45–49], some works present irregular
spectra, strong relation between the number lasing modes and the tuned step, lower resolution,
and higher wavelength drift. The temperature response shows tunable multi-wavelength responses
for different multi-wavelength laser spectra; the resolution is similar to that observed in refractive
index analysis. However, temperature increments must exceed 90 ◦C; minimal temperature variations
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will result in lower resolutions. According to the results and considering the high sensitivity of the
interferometers [44], the proposed scheme can also be an alternative method to detect temperature and
refractive indexes using a signal acquisition system, which, based on a near-infrared photodetector, can
reduce the cost for sensing applications. Moreover, the fiber laser arrangement can be used for remote
sensing applications. Despite the power instabilities observed, the laser offers better performance than
some works [14,18]. The laser presented in this work is an alternative, cost-effective setup for tuning
multi-wavelength spectra using simple and easy-to-control techniques.
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